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Yesterdays Recap: Tuesday April 1, 2020

TODAY

TO VISITORS AND NEW SUBSCRIBERS: Want to learn more? Sign up for my
webinar held every trading day at 12:15 EST. Getting Started with the AM TURN.

Overnight Geopolitical
PROSE and THE NUMBAHS

See red arrow to your left. Once you sign up, please ask questions in the chat box.

Worries About Coronavirus Death
Toll Lead To SellOff On Wall Street

Actionable TradeIdeas

NEWS / FUNDAMENTAL

YESTERDAY

(Reuters)

The selloff on Wall Street came amid renewed coronavirus concerns after
White House officials warned of nearly a quarter million deaths from the
pandemic.

TOMORROW

White House officials are now projecting between 100,000 and 240,000 deaths in the
U.S. as a result of the outbreak, which Trump previously sought to downplay. "This
could be a hell of a bad two weeks. This is going to be a very bad two, and maybe
three weeks. This is going to be like we've never seen before," Trump said. More than
200,000 confirmed coronavirus cases in the U.S. and more than 4,500 deaths.

SARDINE / TUNA/BILLFISH TRADES

How to Subscribe

$3,800 to $11,400 day!

Emini Market Recap
Getting Started Video
12:15 EST Webinar

Six trades today
Four wins totaling 92 two losses totaling 16 nets out a 76 point day! These are trying
times. Just read that Pentagon is looking to provide as many as 100,000 green nylon,
94inch by 38 inch body bags that are typically distributed to war zones.

Newsletters by Wyckoff Trader are sent out Monday
through Friday. To be added to our growing list of
readers and traders and to receive these insider insights
please visit our website at
https:/www.wyckoffamtrader.com or email us at

threedaytrial@wyckoffamtrader.com
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YES. I have skin in the game. I trade my own personal account. Sardine / Tuna /
Billfish trades are for educational purposes only. I am NOT a futures broker and
do not manage any accounts. It is my intent to show where trades may occur.
What you do is up to you. You can follow my LEVELS / IDEAS to profit or loss.
You determine trade size, when, where and how you trade. (CFTC) Futures is not
for everyone. IT IS A VOLATILE, COMPLEX AND RISKY BUSINESS. Before
you invest, know how much you can afford to lose.

I want to build a subscriber base that will be able to help their trading account by the knowledge shared with me from WB and Wyckoff. So, please feel free to help me leverage that
time investment by sharing this newsletter with folks you know. Send me their email with a personal recommendation at feedback@wyckoffamtrader.com and I'll forward it to them

For the folks on trial No, you are not going to pay $149, $99 or even $49 click on the green button below and you'll pay
only $29 monthly. Less than a night out on the town. That less than $1.45 each trading day. I'm giving you a 60%
discount if you order today. If the pot was any sweeteryou'd be in Colorado a mile high . . . Don't wait. Act today!

Yes, I want to sign up today!

From the Desk of Wyckoff Trader

WyckoffAm Trader

I've often said that the planet could / would
take care of itself...if it needed to do some pruning?
If you have been a long time subscriber you may have remembered that I
would often say; "Any major war is started on the spring equinox date."

820 South Monaco Pkwy
Suite 201
Denver CO, 80224
phone: 888WYCKOFF ext 201
fax:
888WYCKOFF ext 206

I wrote that often and I said that often. And who knew?
feedback@wyckoffamtrader.com

In the pros and numbas on Jan21 this appeared:
Asian and European are lower due to a virus sweeping China. Four have
died so far. Travelers are avoiding the Asian lands.

On Jan-31 this what the experts had to say...
Earlier in the day, the U.S. confirmed its first humanto human transmission
of the virus, which has killed 171 people in China and has spread to as
many as 18 other countries. The virus has reportedly infected more than
8,100 people so far, outnumbering the infections saw during the entire
SARS outbreak of 2002 and 2003. However, Tedros said the WHO wasn't
recommending "measures that unnecessarily interfere with international
trade or travel".
Yesterday (Apr1) I attended a town hall meeting via phone and Trump
states that up to 140,000 to 240,000 or more deaths are to be expected in
the USA. I made a prediction we'd be at 1,000,000 infections by Friday
(Apr3) and today Apr01 is 918,126 and climbing.

LOOKING FORWARD
We've come off the high from yesterday. Globex was unable to hold a bid.
The news is started to hit the fan so to speak.
We've found a little support off the 2467 handle.
Could still test the 2445 low made on Mar20 at 18:00 marker.
This could be a #3 spring. If that gives away look for further downside
movement. This could be a spring. A #2 spring with a move up and a test.

I'm just a regular guy; Not Silver
spoon family or WALL Street /
Chicago network or Financial Fast
Track educational express super
star golden boy, I have an Intimate
knowledge of the insider mindset /
how the insiders on Wall Street
think act and position their trades.
I wrote my own charting program.
I don't use indicators. Just
judgment: interaction of Price,
Volume and Time. I focus on the
Intraday waves of the market and
how they are timed to the “hidden
clock” of the market. I look at the
composite man the “insider” in
terms of the market. Others look at
bulls and bears (my strongest
point)
I SEE THE MARKET IN TERMS
OF THE COMPOSITE MAN /
INSIDER – Most traders look at
the market in terms of bulls and
bears. This creates a dichotomy. A
duality of the mind. Wyckofff
looked at the market in terms of
Composite Man / “insiders”.
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YOUR FEEDBACK MAKES ME BETTER!

IF you enjoy reading the AM TURN let us know. If you feel you have an idea to make it better. If you just want to give a that a boy or o' boy what are you doing. Let us know
Call 888WYCKOFF to leave your personal vocal comment. No salesman will call.

Overnight Geopolitical
ASIAN, (Reuters)  Asian stocks
ended mixed on Thursday as the
coronavirus continued its punishing
march, infecting over 937,000
people and killing more than
47,000 worldwide. White House
officials have warned of nearly a
quarter million deaths in the U.S.
from COVID19, raising fears of a
prolonged economic slump in the
world's largest economy. China's
Shanghai Composite index climbed
46.12 points, or 1.69 percent, to
2,780.64 after the country logged
fewer new infections. China had 35
new cases of the disease on April 1,
all of which were imported.

EUROPE, (Reuters)  European
stocks were little changed in
cautious trade on
Thursday as coronavirus
infections around the
world approached one
million. The pan
European Stoxx 600 was
virtually unchanged at
310.73 after plummeting
2.9 percent on Wednesday. The
German DAX traded flat while
France's CAC 40 index and the
U.K.'s FTSE 100 were up around
0.2 percent. BP Plc shares soared 7
percent and Royal Dutch Shell
climbed 8.6 percent.

Bullish

PROSE and THE NUMBAHS
good morning today is S1H and
the SPILL is odds down.
Today is Thursday. Weekly Pivot
is 2399 handle 265 points lower
than last week. Settle was at
2448.
Asian and European mixed
market as 48,553 reported dead in
China and around the world

954,318 afflicted. Trump said
from 140,000 to 240,000
Americans will die from the
illness now seems to encourage a
bid.
News: International Trade &
Jobless Claims at 8:30, Factory
Orders & EIA Natural Gas Report
at 10:30, Fed Balance Sheet &
Money Supply at 4:30 (all times
EST)
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NEW YORK (Reuters)  As the
world markets are discussing a
fall off from the
coronavirus pandemic
and the recession, the
early signs from the U.S.
Futures suggest that
Wall Street might open
significantly lower.
Institute for Supply
Management's Manufacturing
Index for Marc, h PMI
Manufacturing Index for March and
Construction Spending for February
are the major economic
announcements on Wednesday.
Asian shares finished mostly lower,

Bigger picture shelf of supply at
the 2562 / 2600 support at 2434 /
2400 handles.
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for 4 to 6 to 12 point
Sardine Traders
Range 54.00
Edge: First day of cycle. Could
see moves in first and last hour.

As I write this we are trading
"inside markets” 2490 handle.

Overnight Globex opened with a
slight oversold and got a bid.

2488.25 on 6,503
2487.50 on 6,298
2492.00 on 5,461

Bulls were unable to take out the
highs 2630 handle price is testing
the lows of Mar29

Has the market factored in the
coronavirus yet? (Jan28)

Cycle Bias: If I am right; favored
to the moves of the BULL

Will Shorts close due to the bad
news or just keep selling?

Visual: Potential for a bounce
from yesterdays close.

Globex High 2502.00, Low
2448.00 Volume 281,975, and

Honing: Spill odds down, loupie
loop, LAST HOUR ODDS HIGH
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Be nimble be quick. Don't let the
market make you ... sick!
March 9 | Worm Moon | 1:48 p.m.
est

Wyckoff Trader AM Turn

Education Only – Not to be used as Investment or Trading Advice; Upon viewing or using you understand and
agree this information is provided for educational purposes only. Charting program layout and design © 2020
WyckoffAMTrader all rights reserved Please send your questions, comments and feedback to:
feedback@wyckoffamtrader.com

I want to build a subscriber base that will be able to help their trading account by the knowledge shared with me from WB and Wyckoff. So, please feel free to help me leverage that
time investment by sharing this newsletter with folks you know. Send me their email with a personal recommendation at feedback@wyckoffamtrader.com and I'll forward it to them

School of Learning

Wyckoff Trader's Modified
Tape Reading Chart
Education Only – Not to be used as Investment or Trading Advice; Upon viewing
or using you understand and agree this information is provided for educational
purposes only. Charting program layout and design © 2020 WyckoffAMTrader all
rights reserved Please send your questions, comments and feedback to:
feedback@wyckoffamtrader.com

I never thought when I designed the Modified Tape
Reading Chart that we would have a consistent 100
plus trading range days.
The number on the left is the range in twentyfive
cent units.
The numbers to the right are the one minute closes.
I never dreamed we would have four handle ranges
between minute closes.
Now that the Algos are running the pits there seems
to be a more tendency for price to rip through ranges
and levels.
Let's give it some time and see if we get back to
normal or if the abnormal is to be the norm?

Corrections & Clarifications
Whilst I try to be perfect in all that I do...we both realize...yea' that's NOT GOING
TO HAPPEN!
From time to time I may hit a six instead of a nine as in last weeks weekly pivot or
get a day out of synch. I will try to render it right in the most expeditious way.
But I'm like Kenney Chesney, once I cut the song I don't listen to the album. After
so many revisions I just can't see the words anymore.
So The time I make a "Way to go BoBo!" and you feel the urge to point out the arrow of my ways feel
free to point it out and shoot me an email at feedback@wyckoffamtrader.com.
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IF you enjoy reading the AM TURN let us know. If you feel you have an idea to make it better. If you just want to give a that a boy or o' boy what are you doing. Let us know
Call 888WYCKOFF to leave your personal vocal comment. No salesman will call.

School of Learning
Over 4,344 points
made since 8/8/2018

E-Mini © 2020 WyckoffAMTrader.com

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 S4H

$217,200 on one lots
$651,600 on three lots!
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School of Learning

Wyckoff Wave © 2020 WyckoffAMTrader.com
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I want to build a subscriber base that will be able to help their trading account by the knowledge shared with me from WB and Wyckoff. So, please feel free to help me leverage that
time investment by sharing this newsletter with folks you know. Send me their email with a personal recommendation at feedback@wyckoffamtrader.com and I'll forward it to them

School of Learning

As I promised in yesterday's Market Recap video here is the proof I was talking about the young/Johnny Come
Lately bulls entering the party the day before. I've attached a link to Monday's Market Recap.
This is the copy I wrote for a site. I went on line
the Day Nancy decided to impeach Trump. It
sums up my philosophy.
http://greatestme.org
http://greatestme.org/WyckoffTraderAMTurn
10012019.pdf
https://my.demio.com/recording/3UwXkpa1
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Continued from above © 2020

School of Learning
That's chaos theory and the principles of life and the market.

IS that about it?
I mean really! If you watch this stuff. I mean really watch this stuff    across all the securities in the DOW;
you can easily see that there is NO real bid or offer in the market anymore. Just a bunch of catfish chasing a
frozen block of worms in the pond. (see my webinar) . . .
Ok, it really was a great webinar. And if you want to get a better picture, up close and personal like how I am
and how I work . . . take about 45 minutes to see the webinar. Initially wrote it as a Video Sales Letter which I

And where is it you ask? On YouTube of course. Heart Felt Emotions:
https://youtu.be/3_xPvd51Gjo
Give it some time. The clock is not easy to learn.
In fact, it will make your brain freeze. Take the
time to learn it. I mean really learn it. It WILL
GIVE YOU the EDGE you seak against the

Is there anywhere else? I even gave you two
version of me. One coming at you to fast and too
furious. It's like drinking out of a fire hose. The
other, touchy feelie with a bit of heartfelt
emotions. Strangely, you put both of those
together and you get me!

Fast n Ferious: https://youtu.be/T874NbT1njI

ALGOS . . . I GUARANTEE IT! Now, of course,
trading is more art than science. Some say it is
PURE MATH.

(planned run for 90 minutes. But was only given 60 minutes for the Webinar.)
Really, you will learn more than you ever thought about the market. And if you need it, it will PROVE TO
YOU that I AM THE REAL DEAL!

I say; "Some days - it's shooting fish in the barrel - with WB's hidden clock and the WyckoffWyckoffWave.
But YOU have to subscribe to the AM TURN to see for yourself" Don't accept a copy . . . get your original
AM TURN before the OPENING BELL!" (you usually get it droped in your email inbox at 9:00 or so)
One last comment: I did NOT live in 1930. I can not tell you I saw the market in 1930. I can tell you from what
I've seen of Wyckoff charts; price movement is the same today in 2018 just as it was in 1930.
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Continued from above © 2020

School of Learning

Make more money by losing less
Time your trade to the EMini Clock
WB would often say; "If I could choose one day out of the four days to trade, I'd go fishing on S1 and
S4 days and only trade S2L days!"
Well, this is why WB would forgo all the other days...except this day.

Your first goal should be to isolate the day as either Normal or Aberrant. The quicker you can
determine ifthe day's potential is Aberrant the quicker you have to ensure you get the best trade
location.
That's really the goal of the clock. To give you the best trade location. Sure I provide levels where
shelves of supply are just waiting to get hit. And you want to fade those for the Sardine trades. Usually
for 2 to 4 handles profit with a 2 handle stop.

Lately, you may have needed to extend that to 3 in the volatile times.
Why two handles?
It's really mathematical and your tolerance for risk. I'll break it out.
And ideal trading account should be $50,000 US dollars. Not that you have to have $50K but is the
best number that will assure you the greatest probability of success. Now, this number is the best in
any endeavor. Sure you can start a business with $500 and word of mouth. But if you got $50K your
chances of success are greater in any endeavor.

It's just basic mathematics. Why is that?
One half of one percent of $50,000 = $250
In any business, $250 to $300 is a minimal investment in any marketing or endeavor. If it doesn't work
out...no worries. Your focus should be the ROI (Return on Investment) not the cost. So, if you have a
trading idea and give it a 2 handle stop then...

2 handles X $50 = $200
3 handles X $50 = $300
Average $200 + $300 = $500 / 2 = $250

Page 9

It's just mathematics. There are tables you can pull up the risk of ruin.
Ok so if the first trade runs you over which is a strong market, if you get in at the start...it may very
well. Get out take your loss. And get ready for the next trade. Changes are you'll get some of it back
and maybe more. It's just onehalf of one percent of your total capital 0.005 loss.
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Report Card: Proof of Profit!

Continued from above © 2020

Given before opening bell. Pending market volatility trades used 2 to 3 point stop. Some trades were stopped out.

I’m going to pull back the curtain and show you everything. What we did last week and few days ago. You’re
about to see for yourself how having the AM TURM at your fingertips allows you to… Trade with less loss and
more profits knowing the potential turns before the market trades at them. This is something completely different
and much more powerful.

I’ll
show
you...and
Let’strust
lookthe
at Wednesday, September 19, 2018. (unalterd screen shot from AM TURN)
Stay
patient
process. Trading is a
journey of learning from
your mistakes.

It was a day like any other...

Except for the fact that on this Wednesday, my AM TURN told me – it was going to be a S4H day – The cycle
would be ending but the fundementals were mixed. If you read it you'd been alearted to the possbility of a mixed
Entering is easy.
day. The news across the pond was positive but the boys in New York City Cash were not so impressed.

Exiting is hard.

See where the green highlighs are? The one on the far right 2918 that is the three day high. And the one on the
far left 14:37 2917.75 That's the previous days time marker and high of day. I supply the Floor Trader Pivots.
You only learn by money
Sometimes they are on the mark. This day, not so.

on the line.

And it did. If you followed my recomendation at the 2917 handle you'd printed a pretty little check depending
Money is made my the
upon your trade size from $300 to $1,050 or more. Fade the red and green number for 2, 4, 6 or more on non
thickness of your Tenacity
trending days.

not by your IQ.

That
typeaofdream
move without
would beahardly detectable in someone’s 401(k) or IRA.
Having

of 82 .7%
t
n
e
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p
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innin (if you went long at 13:04)
a whandles
However, by subscribing to the AM TURN, you could have madeadabout
50
r
o
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t
Disclaimer:
that day!
62 out of 75Everyday will not be like this day!
n
o
W
I've tallied the numbers and since
the
AMlet’s
TURN
inception
Now,
back
it up Monty as few days to Tuesday, August 21, 2018.
payment plan is a wish.

(8/18/2017) for over two one half
years
overTURN
628 indicated – S3L – that the market was about to experience a temporary top.
That I've
day,given
the AM
individual long and short trades...

As fate would have it, the market fell 32 points.

All before the opening
print/opening
bellinvestors
inside your
I’m sure a few
lost a bit of money (at least on paper).
email inbox for you to compare
and
by! have made about $5,000 over that same period.
Butprofit
you could
Throughout these 628 trades, if
you'd taken each and everyone,
you would have netted to date
4,344 plus profitable points.
$217,200 on one lots and over half
million $651,600 on three lots!
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Our latest mailing to potential subscribers

The number one mistake most traders
make is to step back and wait for the
market to prove them right; when they
should be ready willing and able to let
the market prove them wrong.
The qualities essential to the equipment
of a speculator (trader/investor) are
Judgment, self-reliance, courage,
prudence, and pliability.
And these should be added to quality,
patience. In brief, rigid self-control is
half the battle. You must train yourself
to act upon your decisions and to carry
them to a successful conclusion. Operate
with no emotions be indifferent to each
trades outcome. Be willing to let the
market prove you wrong!
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